New Castle Division
The New Castle Division addition is getting closer, with a tentative completion date of mid-May. The April training schedule is full, May and June are filling fast, if you would like to request training at the New Castle Division, please contact Division Manager Jerry Brennan at 302-323-4566 or 302-739-4773.

Phase V Burn Prop
DSFS Staff members traveled to Farrell, Pennsylvania to complete the final inspection of the Drager Phase 5 Burn Prop. The unit is scheduled for delivery in early April to the Kent Division. Once the final burn schedule has been completed, it will be posted on our website.

Self-Survival and MAYDAY Training
Self-Survival and MAYDAY Training has been very busy throughout the state. Recently a mobile self-survival prop was donated from the DuPont Company to allow numerous scenarios to be staged for in-house training. Please contact Jack Wilson at 302-739-4773 if you would like to schedule a class.

EMT FTO Program
As EMT’s continue to graduate from DSFS, we continue to get questions about the FTO process. There no longer is any restriction on who may receive this training, as long as they are an EMT. They must complete the “FTO Interactive” from Jones & Bartlett learning; www.jblearning.com. Once this course is completed, the EMT may submit the completion certificate for a FTO card. FTO recertification will be done every October; FTO’s should plan to register for this class within the year they expire.

Accelerated EMT Class
The DSFS will once again run the summer accelerated EMT Course. This year’s class is from May 30 through June 30. Registration is limited, so please sign up early and don’t forget the mandatory meeting on May 16.

Follow DSFS on Facebook and Twitter